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dominick Venezia, 

roll-A-Bout’s 
general manager,is 

pleased that UPs 
has helped him 
streamline the 

delivery, tracking 
and return of the 
mobility devices 

his company rents 
to consumers.

CHALLENGE
roll-A-Bout needed fast 
delivery to customers 
recovering from injuries or 
surgery – and the company 
needed a hassle-free, 
customer-friendly returns 
system. 

SOLUTION
when customers are 
finished with their rental, 
using UPs returns®, they 
can easily package and 
return the item at any UPs 
dropoff location.

it’s inevitable. People sprain their ankles. they break bones in 

their feet. they tear tendons and need surgery. when some-

one needs to keep their weight off of one leg, they often turn 

to crutches, walkers or wheelchairs. But these mobility aids 

can lead to problems of their own, such as sprained wrists and 

loss of conditioning.

roll-A-Bout offers an alternative – a four-wheeled device that 

can support one leg at the knee, leaving the other leg free to 

walk normally. with a handle and brake, it’s easy to maneuver.

to get their products to their customers, who are often house-

bound after surgery or injury, the company turned to UPs.

FAST dELIvEry

roll-A-Bout’s customers need their products quickly. But 

dominick Venezia, roll-A-Bout’s general manager, estimates 

that 5 percent of their orders have address-related prob-

lems such as missing apartment numbers or incorrect street 
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addresses. with UPs Quantum View®,  

roll-A-Bout’s staff can discover these 

problems immediately.

“Before, we had to wait for the customer 

to call, then begin address verifica-

tion research. we were automatically a 

day behind. now, Quantum View alerts 

us when there’s a problem. Because 

Quantum View gets us that information 

quickly, we can often research and solve 

the problem and have the package deliv-

ered the same day or the following day 

without contacting the customer at all,” 

Venezia says.

Plus, Quantum View automatically sends 

the customer an e-mail with the tracking 

number so they can monitor their ship-

ment’s progress online. “that has elimi-

nated 50 percent of phone calls from 

people checking on the progress of their 

shipments,” Venezia says.

rENTAL rETUrNS

Most of roll-A-Bout’s customers need 

their products for only a limited time 

until they are back on their feet. so 

roll-A-Bout offers weekly rentals of its 

products, and makes returning them 

convenient and easy.

in the past, customers had to call 

roll-A-Bout to receive return shipping 

instructions. these phone calls were 

inconvenient for customers, and pulled 

roll-A-Bout’s staff away from more pro-

ductive tasks.

roll-A-Bout now makes it easy for cus-

tomers to send back items by including 
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easy returns 
With UPS Returns®, your customers 
can easily ship products back to you, 
and you can traffic those products 
from the moment they are scanned 
by UPS. You can:

l  Arrange, create and deliver your 
return shipping label to your  
customer and collect the item for 
return.

l  Mail or e-mail return labels directly 
to your customer.

l  Preprint return labels to include 
with your outbound shipments like 
Roll-A-Bout does.

l  Create and deliver a commercial 
invoice with the return label to your 
international customers.

l  Process single- or multiple-piece 
return shipments.

l  Associate your own reference  
numbers with the item being 
returned.

l  Process returned items efficiently 
and link directly with your customer 
service or warehouse operations.

To learn more about how UPS Returns 
options can help your business, visit 
www.ups.com/returns.

a prepaid UPs returns® label with the 

outgoing shipment. the customer simply 

repackages the device in its original box, 

applies the return label. they can then 

give it to any UPs driver or take it to any 

the UPs store®, UPs customer center, 

office depot or staples location, or any 

UPs Authorized shipping outlet. 

“i would say that between Quantum 

View and UPs returns we’ve gained 

enough efficiency to re-assign one full-

time person to other tasks,” Venezia 

says.

bETTEr bILLING

online billing is another productivity-

boosting tool. “we love the online bill-

ing and the billing analysis tool. we 

use those all the time,” Venezia says. 

“it takes 30 seconds to scan the bill as 

opposed to 10 to 20 minutes going line 

by line.”

the company also appreciates the eco-

friendly aspect of online billing. “we try 

to be as environmentally aware as pos-

sible,” Venezia says. online billing elimi-

nates paper invoices, and staffers can 

run searches on the computer without 

printing out pages.

with help from UPs, roll-A-Bout can 

keep its business – and its custom-

ers – rolling along smoothly. “the UPs 

services are both a convenience for our 

customers and a productivity advantage 

for us,” Venezia says.


